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Fetal frontal cortex transplants that survived 2-9 months in 
cavities in adult rat motor/sensory cortex were processed 
for vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP), somatostatin 14 
(SS), and neuropeptide Y (NPY) immunocytochemistry, and 
NADPH-diaphorase (NADPH-d) histochemistry. All trans- 
plants had surviving VIP, SS, NPY, and NADPH-d neuronal 
perikarya and fibers with normal adult morphology. The num- 
ber of peptidergic neurons within transplants, however, often 
appeared to be less than that in equivalent areas of host 
cortex. Most transplanted SS and VIP neuronal perikarya did 
not migrate to form the laminae characteristic of normal cor- 
tex. A few transplants had SS and VIP cells arranged in 
laminae in which the VIP processes were parallel to one 
another and perpendicular to one transplant surface, ap- 
proximating normal host neocottex. 

VIP, NPY, and SS fibers crossed between host brains and 
transplants, suggesting that peptide host-transplant inter- 
actions are possible. All adult host cortical and most trans- 
planted NPY neurons colocalized with NADPH-d. The failure 
of some transplanted NPY neurons to express NADPH-d sug- 
gests these transplanted cells may be functionally impaired, 
but that they can survive without the NADPH-d enzyme. 

Transplants partially reverse the genetic peptide hormone def- 
icits in Brattleboro and hypogonadotrophic rats (Gash et al., 
1980; Krieger et al., 1982). Peptide containing neurons also 
survive in fetal cortical transplants (Ebner et al., 1984; Floeter 
and Jones, 1985; Connor and Bernstein, 1986). Though the 
functions of cortical peptides are unknown, normal numbers of 
properly distributed peptidergic neurons are probably important 
for normal cortical function. 

Of the cortical peptides, both vasoactive intestinal polypep- 
tide (VIP) and somatostatin (SS) stimulate glycogenolysis in vitro 
(van Calker et al., 1980; Magistretti et al., 198 1). Neuropeptide 
Y (NPY) and VIP affect cerebral blood flow when injected in- 
tracerebrally (McCulloch and Edvinsson, 1980; Edvinsson et 
al., 1984). Therefore, the abnormally low glucose metabolic 
rates previously detected in fetal cortical transplants (Sharp and 
Gonzalez, 1984) might be related to transplanted peptidergic 
neurons. 
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Abnormalities of transplanted cortical peptidergic neurons 
have been reported by Ebner et al. (1984). Though their cortical 
transplants had VIP-, SS-, and cholecystokinin (C(X)-like im- 
munoreactive fibers, many had no immunoreactive perikarya. 
Since few fibers crossed between transplant and host cortex, 
they reasoned that transplanted peptidergic perikarya were not 
visualized with their methods. Alternatively, host peptide fibers 
that had sprouted into the transplant might not have been vi- 
sualized. Because of the importance of either result, and because 
the NADPH-d neurons described in the previous paper (Gon- 
zalez and Sharp, 1987) colocalize with NPY and SS, peptidergic 
neuronal survival in cortical transplants was re-examined. VIP-, 
SS-, and NPY-like immunoreactive neuronal perikarya and fi- 
bers were observed in every transplant, along with some fibers 
crossing between adult host neocortex and cortical transplants. 

Materials and Methods 
Methods used to transplant fetal frontal cortex from 1 &d-old rat em- 
bryos to cavities created in the motor/sensory cortex of adult host Sprague- 
Dawley rats are described in the preceding paper (Gonzalez and Sharp, 
1987). After 2-9 month survivals, hosts were anesthetized with ketam- 
ine (80 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg), and perfused through the as- 
cending aorta with 50 ml of 0.1 M, pH 7.4, PBS (0.9%), followed by 
300-500 ml of freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. In the 9 
subjects whose brains were sectioned on a Hacker cryostat, the fixative 
was followed by 200 ml of 10% sucrose in PBS. After being stored 
overnight in the same solution at 4”C, brains were frozen in 2-meth- 
ylbutane cooled to -30°C and embedded in Lipshaw matrix. Forty- 
micrometer-thick coronal sections cut at -20°C in the cryostat were 
picked up onto gelatin-coated slides and dried at room temperature. 
The brains of 7 additional subiects were removed immediately following 
the 4% paraformaldehyde pekusion; their transplants were covered with 
4% agarose (Sigma, Type VII); and S&pm-thick coronal sections were 
cut on a Vibratome. Serial coronal sections through lesion sites and 
transplants were saved from Vibratome- and cryostat-sectioned brains. 
The avidin-biotin-peroxidase technique (ABC Vectastain; Vector Lab- 
oratories, Burlingame, CA) was used to process tissue for immunocy- 
tochemistry (Hsu et al., 1981; Sagar et al., 1985). 

Sections-cut in the cryostat and dried onto slides were placed in 5% 
goat serum, 5% nonfat dried milk in PBS for 3 hr, then in 1% hydrogen 
peroxide in PBS for 20 min, followed by three 5 min rinses in PBS, all 
it room temperature. Nonfat dried milkwas used to reduce nonspecific 
binding due to endogenous avidin (Duhamel and Johnson, 1985). Sec- 
tions on slides were then incubated in primary antiserum diluted 1: 1500 
in 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS in a warm room (38°C) for 72 hr. After 
a 5 min rinse in PBS at 22”C, sections were placed in 5 mg biotin/lOO 
ml PBS for 1 hr to absorb biotin-binding sites. A second antibody was 
then added (one drop of biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG from the ABC 
kit per 10 ml of 0.5% Triton X- 100 in PBS) and the sections incubated 
for 24 hr at 38°C without agitation. After two 5 min PBS washes, the 
tissue was incubated in the avidin-biotinylated HRP complex from the 
ABC kit for 3 hr at room temperature. Following three 5 min PBS 
rinses, the sections on slides were reacted for HRP using filtered di- 
aminobenzidine (DAB) (0.5% in PBS) and 0.03% hydrogen peroxide. 
Finally, the sections were rinsed several times in PBS, dehydrated, and 
coverslipped. 
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Figure 1. Plots of immunoreactive neuronal perikarya on camera lucida drawings of the cortical transplant and adjacent host cortex of subject 
73. Immunocytochemistry was performed 9 months after transplantation. VZP, Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide; 5’S, somatostatin-14; NPY, 
neuropeptide Y, NADPH-d, NADPH-d enzyme. Calibration bar, 1 mm. 

Vibratome-sectioned brains were treated identically, with the follow- 
ing exceptions. Following cutting, sections were placed in PBS and pro- 
cessed in wells throughout. The Triton X- 100 concentration was reduced 
to 0.2%. The concentration of primary antibody was increased to 1: 1000. 
Sections were incubated in wells on a shaker at 4°C for a period of 72 
hr for the primary antibody and for a period of 24 hr for the second 
antibody. Following the HRP reaction, which concluded the immu- 
nocytochemistry, vibratorned sections were floated onto gelatinized slides 
while in PBS, dried, dehydrated, and coverslipped. 

Selected sections from all Vibratome- and cryostat-sectioned brains 
were Nissl-stained with neutral red cresyl violet. Margins between host 
brains and transplants were drawn on the Nissl-stained sections, and 
adjacent immunocytochemically stained sections were determined on 
the basis of several criteria. These included the presence of gaps between 
host and transplant, gliotic areas between host and transplant, differ- 
ences of stain intensity, and clear lamination of host cortical neurons, 
as compared to the usual lack of lamination of transplanted cortical 
neurons. 

Nine animals not reported on above or in the preceding study (Gon- 
zalez and Sharp, 1987) were also perfused, their brains removed and 
sectioned on the Vibratome and reacted for NADPH-diaphorase 
(NADPH-d) using the method of Sherer-Singler et al. (1983). Following 
NADPH-d staining, these sections were processed for either VIP, SS, 
or NPY immunocytochemistry, as described above. NADPH-d-posi- 
tive cells were light to dark blue. Peptide-containing, immunocyto- 

chemically stained, HRP-reacted cells were light brown in color. Dou- 
ble-labeled cells containing both NADPH-d and a peptide were dark 
blue-brown to black in color and could therefore be distinguished from 
cells single-labeled for NADPH-d and peptides that were blue or brown, 
respectively. 

The primary antisera to VIP, SS- 14, and NPY were purchased from 
Cambridge Research Biochemicals (Cambridge, UK). The specificities 
of the primary antisera were demonstrated by abolition of fiber and cell 
body staining when the primary antiserum was omitted, or when syn- 
thetic VIP or NPY (1 nmol/ml) or synthetic SS-14 (1 &ml) was in- 
cluded in the incubation medium of the corresponding primary anti- 
body. Inclusion of VIP, NPY, motilin, CCK, and neurotensin at 
concentrations of 10 nmol/ml had no effect on immunostaining for SS- 
14, whereas some decrease in staining was observed with SS-28. Inclu- 
sion of SS, NPY, motilin, CCK, and neurotensin (10 nmol/ml) had no 
effect on VIP staining. While the inclusion of SS, VIP, motilin, CCK, 
and neurotensin (10 nmol/ml) had no effect on NPY immunostaining, 
some decrease in immunoreactivity for this peptide was observed fol- 
lowing the inclusion of peptide YY (PYY) and avian pancreatic poly- 
peptide (APP) (10 nmol/ml). 

Camera lucida drawings of at least 4 sections through the transplant 
and adjacent host cortex were made for each subject. The VIP-, SS-, 
NPY-, and NADPH-d-labeled cells were plotted on these drawings using 
bright-field, dark-field, phase, and Nomarsky optics. Only unequivo- 
cally labeled cells that had at least one process extending from the 
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Figure 2. VIP-like immunoreactive neuronal perikarya for subjects 41-73, plotted on camera lucida drawings of transplant and adjacent host 
cortex. Calibration bar, 1 mm. 

perikarya were plotted. The drawings with the largest number of im- 
munoreactive perikarya within each transplant are pictured in Figures 
1, 2, 6, and 8. 

Results 
VIP-, SS- 14-, and NPY-like immunoreactive neuronal peri- 
karya and fibers were found in every transplant (Figs. l-10). If 
a transplant had nearly normal numbers of one type of peptide- 
containing neuron, it generally had nearly normal numbers of 

the others (Fig. 1). Similarly, if one type of neuron was reduced 
in number, the other types were also diminished (Figs. 2,6, 8). 
VIP-containing neurons were the most numerous of the cells 
examined, SS-14 neurons the next most numerous, and NPY 
and NADPH-d neurons the fewest and most scattered (Figs. 1, 
2, 6, 0 

VIP neuronal perikarya, though found in all layers, were most 
numerous in layers 2 and 3 of host cortex (Figs. 1; 2; 3, A-C). 
Most transplants appeared to have fewer VIP neuronal perikarya 
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Figure 3. Photomicrographs of VIP neurons in transplant 73 showing host (H) cortex (A-C) and adjacent transplant (T) cortex (A. B, D, E). Open 
arrow, D, shows uncommon multipolar VIP neuron in transplant. M, molecular layer 1 of host cortex. Calibration bars, 50 pm. 

per unit area than did equivalent areas of adjacent host cortex (Figs. 3, A-C; 4, A, C). A few transplanted VIP neurons did 
(Figs. 2, nos. 72, 71, 64, 63, 46, 45, 54, 44, and 41; 3, C-E). appear to be abnormal (Fig. 4, E, F). A few multipolar VIP 
Some transplants (Figs. 1; 2, nos. 73 and 69; 3, A, B, D) had neurons were also present in normal host cortex (Fig. 4C) and 
nearly normal numbers of VIP perikarya compared to host cor- transplants (Fig. 30, open arrow). 
tex (Figs. 1; 2, nos. 73 and 69; 3, A-C), and the distribution of VIP-stained fibers frequently crossed the interface between 
these cells sometimes suggested the cellular concentration in host (H) and transplanted (T) cortex (Fig. 5B). These fibers were 
laminae II and III found in host cortex (Fig. 2, nos. 73 and 69). best seen in sections stained in wells. In most cases it was not 
Most VIP cells in host cortex were bipolar neurons whose pro- possible to state where the fibers originated. On occasion, how- 
cesses were parallel to each other and perpendicular to the pial ever, fibers were traced from a cell in the transplant (Fig. 5A, 
surface (Figs. 3, A-C, 4, A, B). A few transplants also had VIP open arrow) across the transplant-host interface and into the 
neuronal processes parallel to each other and perpendicular to host brain (Fig. 5A, solid arrows). 
one surface of the transplant, though the processes were oriented Every transplant contained SS- 14-like immunoreactive peri- 
at angles to the processes of the host VIP cells (Fig. 3, A, B). In karya and fibers (Figs. 6,7). Some transplants appeared to have 
most transplants, however, the bipolar VIP neurons appeared very few surviving perikarya (nos. 71 and 70) per unit area, 
to be randomly aligned (Fig. 3E). The morphology and size of while others had nearly normal numbers (nos. 73 and 69) com- 
most bipolar VIP neurons within transplants (Figs. 3, A, B, D, pared to equivalent areas in adjacent host cortex (Fig. 6). Though 
E; 40) appeared quite similar to those of host VIP neurons SS neurons were found throughout normal host cortex, they 
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Figure 4. VIP-like immunoreactive neurons in normal host brains showing bipolar (A, B) and multipolar (C) morphology. Most transplant VIP 
neurons also had bipolar morphology (D), but a few had somewhat abnormal morphologies (E, F). Calibration bars, 40 pm. 

were concentrated in layers 2 and 3 (Fig. 6). Only a few trans- 
plants had SS neurons arranged in arrays (Fig. 6, nos. 73, 69, 
and 63) vaguely resembling laminae II and III in the host cortex. 
In one, however, SS and VIP neurons congregated in different 
transplant regions (no. 73) whereas both cell types were con- 
centrated in layers 2 and 3 of normal host cortex (Figs. 1, 2, 6). 
The morphology of SS neurons was similar in transplants (Fig. 
7, A, B, E) and host cortex (Fig. 7, A-D, F). Although Figure 
7F shows the process of a host (H) SS neuron extending into a 

transplant (T), few SS fibers were visualized crossing host-trans- 
plant interfaces. This could be related to the relatively few fibers 
stained in both host and transplant with this particular antibody. 
Within host cortex and transplants stained for both SS and 
NADPH-d, there were many SS-positive, NADPH-d-negative 
neurons (Fig. 7G, lower arrow), and occasional SS-positive, 
NADPH-d-positive neurons (Fig. 7G, upper arrow). 

Neuropeptide Y-immunoreactive neurons were distributed 
throughout all layers of host neocortex except lamina I (Fig. 8). 
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Figure 5. A, VIP-like immunoreactive neuron in a transplant (T) sends a fiber from transplant (open arrows) to host (H) brain (solid arrows). B, 
Multiple VIP fibers cross interface between transplant (r) and host (H). Calibration bar, 40 pm. 

Transplant NPY neurons were generally distributed throughout 
the transplant, except in a few instances where neurons survived 
at the edges (Fig. 8, no. 41) or in clumps within the transplant 
(Fig. 8, no. 44). The number ofNPY neurons in some transplants 
approximated the number in equivalent areas of adjacent cortex 
(Fig. 8, nos. 73, 72, 69, 45, and 51). In other transplants their 
number was reduced (Fig. 8, nos. 71,55,46,70,44, 52, 54, and 
41). The morphology of NPY neurons within surviving trans- 

plants (Fig. 9, B, D, F) was similar in most instances to the 
morphology of the multipolar NPY neurons in host neocortex 
(Fig. 9, A, C, E). However, Figure 10F shows a transplant NPY 
neuron with abnormal processes, one of which traversed the 
transplant-host interface for a short distance. 

Sections double-stained for NPY and NADPH-d revealed 
that all host cortex cells containing NPY also contained 
NADPH-d (Fig. 10, C-E) In every transplant except one, NPY 
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Figure 6. SS-14-like immunoreactive neuronal perikarya for subjects 41-73, plotted on camera lucida drawings of transplant and host cortex. 
Calibration bar, 1 mm. 

and NADPH-d also colocalized in the same neurons (Fig. 10, 
B, C, E). One transplant had a segment (upper right of transplant 
in Fig. 1 OB) in which all neurons in that region stained for NPY 
but did not stain for NADPH-d (Fig. 10, B-D). A solid arrow 
within this region (Fig. 10B) points to one of these NPY-posi- 
tive, NADPH-d-negative neurons (also seen at higher power in 
Fig. 10, C, D). The open arrow in the transplant in Figure 1OB 
points to one of the many transplanted neurons double-labeled 
for NPY and NADPH-d (also shown with open arrows in Fig. 
10, C, D). The solid arrows in the host (H) cortex (Fig. 10, B, 

C) point to one of the multiple host NPY-NADPH-d double- 
labeled neurons. 

Discussion 
Vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)-, somatostatin- 14 (SS)-, 
and neuropeptide Y (NPY)-immunoreactive neuronal perikarya 
and fibers survived in every fetal cortical transplant. This and 
the peptide fibers traversing host-transplant interfaces represent 
new findings. Ebner et al. (1984) had previously transplanted 
fetal cortex into adult mouse neocortex and found immuno- 
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Figure 7. Photomicrographs of SS-like immunoreactive neurons in transplanted (7) cortex (A, B, E-G), and host (IT) cortex (A-0, F). Note 
multipolar SS neurons in host (solid arrows, A-D) and transplant (open urrows, A, B, E). F, SS fiber runs from host (solid arrow) to transplant (open 
arrow). G, SS-positive, NADPH-d-positive neuron is located above an SS-positive, NADPH-d-negative neuron (both shown with open arrows) 
within a transplant. Criteria for drawing boundaries between host and transplant are given in Materials and Methods. Calibration bars, 40 pm (A- 
C, F, G); 10 rm (D. IQ. 
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Figure 8. NPY-like immunoreactive neuronal perikarya for subjects 41-73, plotted on camera lucida drawings of transplant and 
Calibration bar, 1 mm. 

host cortex. 

reactive peptide fibers in all transplants, but few or no immu- 
noreactive perikarya in many. They concluded that technical 
problems limited visualization of immunoreactive perikarya. 
This is consistent with our results showing peptidergic perikarya 
and fibers in every fetal cortical transplant. Others have shown 
that peptidergic neurons survive in fetal hypothalamic grafts 
(Gash et al., 1980; Krieger et al., 1982) and in fetal cortex 

transplanted to spinal cord (Connor and Bernstein, 
neonatal rat cortex (Floeter and Jones, 1985). 

1986) or to 

Most peptide-containing cortical cells are nonpyramidal in- 
terneurons whose processes remain wholly within cortex and 
underlying white matter (Hendry et al., 1984; Jones and Hendry, 
1986). This could contribute to the few transplant-host con- 
nections observed. Their scarcity could also be due to glial or 
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Figure 9. NPY neurons found within host brain (A, C, E) and transplants (B, D, F) on neutral red-counterstained sections. Note fiber near a 
vessel in host brain in A. Calibration bar, 40 pm. 

other physical barriers, or to limited sprouting of peptidergic undergo their last mitosis is not precisely known. The cells 
neurons in the transplant and host brain. This study documents within embryonic day 18 (E 18) fetal cortical transplants destined 
for the first time, however, the crossing of peptidergic fibers at to be peptidergic might be pre- or postmitotic. It is known that 
the host-transplant interface, and suggests that direct peptide NPY-immunoreactive fibers appear in embryonic cortex at E 17 
interactions could occur between adult host cortex and fetal and perikarya at El 9 (McDonald et al., 1982c; Allen et al., 1984; 
transplants. Woodhams et al., 1985). Some NADPH-d fibers and perikarya 

The embryonic age at which VIP, SS, and NPY neurons are present in El 8 fetal rat cortex (Sharp et al., 1986). SS neurons 
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Figure 10. A, Neutral red-stained section of subject 73. B-E, NPY-immunostained, NADPH-d-stained sections from the same subject. A solid 
mow in B-D shows the same NPY-positive, NADPH-d-negative neuron within the transplant (T’), while an open arrow shows the same NPY- 
positive, NADPH-d-positive neuron. A solid arrow in B and C within the host (H) cortex shows the same NPY-positive, NADPH-d-positive 
neuron. In E, two NPY-positive, NADPH-d-positive normal appearing neurons within a transplant are shown. In F, an abnormal NPY neuron 
within a transplant (r) sends a process into the host (JQ cortex. Calibration bars, 40 Wm. 
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are detectable by El 6 (McDonald et al., 1982b) and attain an 
adult pattern by 2 weeks after birth (Shiosaka et al., 1982). 
However, VIP-immunoreactive perikarya do not appear until 
3-4 d after birth and are not mature until 4 weeks after birth 
(Emson et al., 1979; McDonald et al., 1982a). Therefore, some 
SS, NADPH-d, and NPY but not VIP would have been ex- 
pressed in E 18 fetal cortical tissue at the time of transplantation. 
If a cell must be postmitotic prior to expression of its adult 
peptides and enzymes, then some or all El8 SS, NADPH-d, 
and NPY cells are postmitotic. In addition, since VIP matures 
following transplantation, expression of a cell’s peptide prior to 
or after transplantation does not appear to influence its survival. 

VIP, SS, and NPY neurons develop adult morphology be- 
tween 2 and 4 weeks after birth. The normal adult morphology 
of most transplanted peptidergic neurons indicates that these 
cells continued to develop normally after being transplanted at 
E 18. Occasional morphological abnormalities of transplanted 
peptidergic neurons were observed, however. These abnormal- 
ities could have been caused by the trauma and anoxia of trans- 
plantation, by failure of other cells to survive or develop nor- 
mally, or by alterations of trophic or growth factors. 

Though most surviving VIP, SS, and NPY neurons appeared 
morphologically normal, they often did not migrate normally. 
Though VIP and SS neurons were found in all layers of normal 
adult neocortex, they were concentrated in layers 2, 3, and 6 
(Larsson et al., 1976; Fuxe et al., 1977; Emson and Lindvall, 
1979; Emson et al., 1979; Bennett-Clarke et al., 1980; Sims et 
al., 1980; Finley et al., 1981; Magistretti et al., 1981, 1984; 
McDonald et al., 1982a, b; Shiosaka et al., 1982; Sorensen, 1982; 
Chronwall et al., 1984; Johansson et al., 1984; Magistretti and 
Shorderet, 1984, 1985; Morrison et al., 1984; Hendry et al., 
1985; Ramon y Cajal-Agtieras et al., 1985). The transplants of 
some subjects showed lamination of VIP and SS neurons, and 
one had a cell-free layer resembling the molecular layer. 

Chang et al. (1986) reported near-normal lamination of fetal 
cortical transplants. Others have reported poor lamination (Hal- 
las et al., 1980; Jaeger and Lund, 198 1; Floeter and Jones, 1984; 
Sharp and Gonzalez, 1984; Castro et al., 1985). This variability 
of lamination reported in the literature is present within different 
transplants of this study and could be due to methodological 
variables. The proliferation of glial cells, which is important for 
normal lamination (Ichikawa et al., 1983) could be affected by 
transplantation. Any abnormality in the connections from host 
subcortical structures to fetal cortical transplants could also af- 
fect fetal cortex transplant lamination. Moreover, VIP exerts 
trophic effects on developing cortex (Brenneman et al., 1985; 
Brenneman and Eiden, 1986), and NPY and SS may affect nor- 
mal brain development (Woodhams et al., 1985). Therefore, 
peptidergic neuron abnormalities might directly affect trans- 
plant lamination. 

The decreased number of peptidergic neurons in some trans- 
plants could be due to several factors. The trauma and ischemia 
of transplantation, the failure to form appropriate connections, 
the loss of trophic interactions at a critical stage of development, 
and other factors could cause cell death. The neurons may sur- 
vive but express no or undetectable levels of peptide, or express 
an abnormal peptide not detectable with the antibodies used. 
Glial cells might survive better than neurons or proliferate ab- 
normally, resulting in a greater proportion of glia to neurons in 
some transplants. The survival of different types of peptidergic 
neurons appeared to be interrelated, since transplants containing 

many cells with a particular peptide had a greater number of 
cells with the other peptides. This could be due to an effect of 
one type of peptidergic neuron on the others, or to better overall 
survival of all cells. 

The precise roles of VIP, SS, and NPY in normal brain are 
not known. VIP is found in all regions of mammalian cortex, 
primarily in bipolar neurons (Larsson et al., 1976; Fuxe et al., 
1977; Emson and Lindvall, 1979; Emson et al., 1979; Sims et 
al., 1980; Magistretti et al., 198 1, 1984; McDonald et al., 1982a; 
Morrison et al., 1984). The bipolar processes are parallel to one 
another and perpendicular to the pial surface. VIP neurons are 
among the few cortical peptidergic neurons that do not appear 
to colocalize with GABA (Jones and Hendry, 1986). These neu- 
rons, some of which do colocalize with acetylcholine in cortex 
(Eckenstein and Baughmann, 1984) may be excitatory, since 
VIP applied iontophoretically induced a long-lasting depolari- 
zation of identified rat corticospinal neurons (Phillis and Kirk- 
patrick, 1980). VIP is located within and released from cerebral 
cortex synaptosomes. Specific membrane receptors exist for VIP 
(De Souza et al., 1985), which may mediate the stimulatory 
effect of VIP on CAMP formation. VIP itself stimulates ade- 
nylate cyclase, and it also enhances the effects of noradrenaline 
and histamine on CAMP formation (Quik et al., 1978; van Calk- 
er et al., 1980; Magistretti et al., 198 1, 1984; Rougon et al., 
1983; Koh et al., 1984; Magistretti and Schorderet, 1984, 1985; 
Morrison et al., 1984). Moreover, VIP stimulates glycogenolysis 
in cortical slices via CAMP (Magistretti et al., 198 1, 1984), prob- 
ably by affecting glia that contain most of the brain glycogen. 
VIP could also mediate local metabolic activation via CAMP 
actions on enzymes, which would explain the increases in local 
glucose use produced by VIP injections into cortex (McCulloch 
and Edvinsson, 1980). 

The reduced number of VIP neurons in most fetal cortical 
transplants could explain the decreased glucose metabolic rates 
of most fetal cortical transplants (Sharp and Gonzalez, 1984). 
VIP is found in peripheral ganglia that innervate extracranial 
vessel walls and is a potent extracranial vasodilating substance 
(McCulloch and Edvinsson, 1980; Edvinsson et al., 1984; Gib- 
bins et al., 1984; Lee et al., 1984). It is not known whether local 
release of VIP by cortical neurons mediates both local vasodi- 
latation of the vessels and increased glucose and oxygen con- 
sumption of the neurons. 

According to Hendry et al. (1984) virtually all SS neurons in 
cortex colocalize with GABA. SS/GABA nonpyramidal, mul- 
tipolar neurons are found in all cortical layers (Vincent et al., 
1985). SS colocalizes with NPY but not with CCK and VIP in 
cortex (Vincent et al., 1982; Vincent and Johansson, 1983; 
Chronwall et al., 1984, 1985; Hendry et al., 1985; Jones and 
Hendry, 1986). In the best-stained brains there were many more 
SS than NPY neurons in the same regions of cortex, suggesting 
that only a fraction of SS neurons also contain NPY.’ This is in 
agreement with Hendry et al. (1984), who found that 24% of 
cortical neurons immunoreactive for either SS or NPY con- 
tained both peptides. This means there are SS/GABA/NPY- 
positive neurons, as well as many SS/GABA neurons, that do 
not contain NPY within normal cortex and cortical transplants. 
Our data suggest that SS/GABA/NPY cells are also NADPH- 
d-positive and that SSGABA-positive, NPY-negative cells are 
NADPH-d-negative. Monoamines modulate the SS-sensitive 
adenylate cyclase, and SS decreases the stimulatory effects of 
amines, corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), and VIP on CAMP 
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formation in primary neuronal and glial cultures (Chneiweiss 
et al., 1985). 

Neuropeptide Y (NPY) cortical neurons are also nonpyra- 
midal, intrinsic GABA-containing neurons. They are found in 
all cortical layers (McDonald et al., 1982~; Tatemoto et al., 1982; 
Vincent et al., 1982; Allen et al., 1983, 1984; Chronwall et al., 
1984, 1985; Everitt et al., 1984; Hendry et al., 1984, 1985; 
Woodhams et al., 1985; Jones and Hendry, 1986). In this study, 
tissue stained for both NADPH-d and NPY revealed that cor- 
tical neurons that were NPY-positive but NADPH-d-negative 
were extremely rare. From this we concluded that virtually every 
NPY neuron colocalizes with NADPHd in cortex. Moreover, 
it is likely that these same neurons colocalize with GABA, and 
that some also colocalize with SS (Vincent et al., 1982; Allen 
et al., 1983; Hendry et al., 1984, 1985). 

It was therefore surprising to find a portion of one transplant 
with NPY-positive but NADPH-d-negative neurons-a situa- 
tion that never occurred in normal cortex. These NPY neurons 
survived, but either failed to express the enzyme or expressed 
it in such low levels or in such an altered form that it could not 
be stained. This indicates that some populations of transplanted 
cells dissociated NADPH-d enzymatic activity from their pep- 
tide expression. This has implications for the expression of en- 
zymes in cell lines in culture and following transplantation, and 
demonstrates that NPY cells can survive without expressing the 
NADPH-d enzyme, though some metabolic function may well 
be impaired. Though only recently identified, NPY has been 
shown to affect biological rhythms, to colocalize with peripheral 
and central adrenergic fibers and neurons, to affect consum- 
matory behaviors, and to constrict cranial arteries and veins 
(Edvinsson et al., 1984; Ever&t et al., 1984; Levine and Morley, 
1984; Stanley and Leibowitz, 1984; Woodhams et al., 1985; 
Jones and Hendry, 1986). 

As mentioned in Materials and Methods, the SS- 14 antiserum 
used in the current experiments likely visualized SS- 14 and SS- 
28 neurons. The cross-reaction of the NPY antiserum with PYY 
and APP is not a problem in this study, since neither peptide 
is known to exist in mammalian cortex (Chronwall et al., 1985; 
Jones and Hendry, 1986). Other than VIP, peptides of the VIP 
family either are not found in cortex or occur in such low con- 
centrations that they probably would not affect the interpreta- 
tion of the VIP results of this study (Said and Mutt, 1970; Sims 
et al., 1980). 
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